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The Canary in the Coal Mine or the Elephant in the Room?  

NYS’s Approach to Funding High-Need Schools, Dec. 16, 2011, Syracuse, NY 

 

Summaries of Sharing Solutions from the Three Breakout Group Discussions 

1. Revenue Enhancements 

David Little, Director of Governmental Relations, New York State School Boards 

Association, reporting 

Little pondered whether public educators should tell the state how to raise revenue. He said his 

group felt it should be up to the Legislature to determine funding streams. His group did offer 

the following suggestions for potential district cost-saving measures:   

 Entrepreneurial ideas, including sponsorship/pouring rights, private investments, 

marketing intellectual property, and Indian casinos 

 Surcharges, including a half-percent  surcharge on all salaries for education, an 

education surcharge on traffic violations, and an entertainment surcharge for education 

 Charges: tuition for out-of-district students and pay for play 

 Offer a state teachers contract/regional bargaining; seek out-of-state health care 

insurance; seek prevailing wages 

 Tax districts that spend excessively, similar to what Vermont does 

 Statewide assessment of property taxes 

 Mandate national health care  

 Increase lottery aid 

 

2. Reallocation of State Aid 

Rick Timbs, Executive Director, Statewide School Finance Consortium, reporting 

Timbs’ group agreed there are three problems with the current system: 

 

1. Can districts really start new? What about those students currently in the system? How 

would it affect them?  

2. From now on, we should reallocate what we might get. 

3. The funding pie isn’t large enough, no matter how you cut it. 

 

In discussing potential solutions, the group pondered how much money it takes to educate a 

child. They raised concerns about short-term and long-term solutions, mandate relief, the 

equitable distribution of a pure formula, and paying proper attention to students with 

disabilities. Timbs raised whether “doing the right thing was politically palatable.” 
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The group offered the following solutions: mandate relief, and an equitable and transparent 

state aid formula, keeping in mind high-needs students. In the longer term, districts should 

reexamine how school districts function, based on the research.   

 

3. Restructuring the Public Education System  

Tom Rogers, District Superintendent, Nassau BOCES, reporting 

 

Rogers’ group concluded that consolidation, teaching and seat time should be considered for 

restructuring, based on decidable measurable outcomes. But there were some concerns. While 

two-thirds of the group agreed that county-wide school districts might decrease costs and 

improve equality, it was pointed out that some number of poor districts merged would yield a 

single poor county district. Other questions raised: How teaching as a profession might change, 

what functions should happen at the district level and what functions should happen beyond 

the district level.   

 

 

 


